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This just in:
(ad!, revolves around sun!
CHICAGO (440)--Worethan
450 years after Copernicus
proved the Earth revolves
around the sun, millions of adult
Americans seem to think it's the
other way around, a researches'
reported yesterday. • •..
On very basic ideas, vast numbers of Americana are scientiftnlly illiterate," said Jon Miller
of Northern Illinois University,
who conducted a nationwide Bur•Try for the National Science
Foundation.
In the July telephone survey of
21041 adults 111 or older, people
were asked about 75 questions
•NAM, their knowledge of basic
science, Miller said.
Asked whether the Earth goes
around the Nun or the sun around
the Earth, 21 percent replied incorrectly. Seven percent said
they didn't know.
Of the 72 percent who answered
correctly, 45 percent said it takes
one year for the Earth to orbit
the sun, 17 percent said one day,
2 percent said one month and
9 percent didn't know.
The responses indicate that
'about 55 percent of adult Americans, or some 94 million people,
don't know that the Earth revolves around the sun once a
year. Miller said,
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The Journal of the Noeflin Research Group
(Issue 32, November 1988)
Editorial
Ronald K. itoeflin
P. 0. Box 7430
New York, NY 10116
New member: Eric Erlandson has recently joined our group. His
address is Z0.1 Worthington Ave., Lincoln, NE 68502.
Renewing membe : Karl G. Wikman has renewed his membership.
His new address is Xsk.lostenggen 41, 430 21 Xakloster, Sweden.
This orings our total membership back to 17 where it was last March.
Only William Hacker of Gaithersourg, Maryland, has not renewed his
membership since then.
Distribution of first-attempt scores on the Mega Test: The
following table shows tne aistrioutin scores on the Mega Test of
the 17 current me:moors of the Roeflin Research Group, counting only

the very first attempt:
A
X

XXI

x I I
I x. A I z I
I I
I
27 28 29 30 51 52 55 54 35 56 51 38 39 40 41 42 45 44 45 46 47 48
_
Thus, about half of our members (8 out of 17) met the current minimum cut-off of 42 correct on their first attempt. In order to avoid
a ballooning in membership due to second (or further) attempts, I
shall halt further acceptance of members on the basis of any but
first attempts now that my new Titan Test is virtually complete and
can serve as an alternative admission test. My fifth norming of the
Mega Test puts the 99.999 percentile (one in a hundred-thousand) at
a raw score of 41, the 99.9995 (one in two-hundred-thousand) at a
raw score of 42, the 99.9997 (one in 333,333) at a raw score of 43,
and the 99.9999 (one in a million) at a raw score of 45. Hence, only
about 1.000 American adults would be able to meet our minimum requirement of 42 on a first attempt. A total of 25 persons (24 of them U.S.
residents) have scored 42 or above on the Mega Test an a first attempt
or one-fortieth of those who would theoretically be eligible, and 8 of
these 25 persons (7 of them U.S. residents) or slightly less than one
percent of those who would theoretically be eligiole have actually
joined our group.

Legibility of koesis: I have not received many complaints about
the legioility flan-Jur:nal, but with this issue I am asking for
a less severe reduction from, my printer of the typescripts submitted
to me by members.
Richard May's Patent: Mr. May is willing to send a manual describing the various games that can be played on his patented board
to any member who requests it. His phone number is (I believe):
(716) 886-5982. His new address is supposed to be 279 Highland Ave.,
Buffalo, NI 14222, but I nave had a letter returned from there.

Cellular Automata and Artificial Intelligence: IT
Chris Cole
P. 0. Box 9545
Newport Beach, Cl 92658
As mentioned in the first installment of this series, there are three phases of behavior
of cellular automata:
I) Constant or repeating patterns of behavior
2) Self-organizing behavior
3) Random behavior
These three phases are determined by the three parameters:
I) The program executed by each cell
2) The statistical distribution of the interconnections
3) The number of cells
If two parameters are held fixed and one varied, all three phases should be
exhibited. I want to repon on empirical results confirming this basic picture.
The parameters that are fixed are 2) and 3) above. The cellular automata
are
extremely simple: one-dimensional arrays of cells. Each cell is connected only to its
two
neighbors. Each cell can take on only two values (by convention, the binary digits 0
and I).
The value of the cell at time t is determined by the value of the cell and its neighbors
at time
t-I. The number of cells is "infinite" (very large).
What does it mean to vary parameter I), the program executed by each cell? There is
no obvious dimension in the space of programs along which to vary anything. This is
analogous to the situation before temperature was discovered. Recently, researchers
have
discovered an "activity parameter" analogous to temperature. The program of the cell
determines a three-dimensional table. If the value of the left neighbor, the cell itself,
and the
right neighbor at time t-I are i,j, and k (respectively), then the i,j, k entry in the table
is the
value of the cell at time t. The activity parameter is a measure of the density of I's in
the
table. Since there is a symmetry between 0 and I, the range of the activity parameter
is 0 to
.5. If the density is low (near 0), then the cellular automaton exhibits constant behavior
(type I). If the density is high (nears), then the automaton exhibits random behavior
(type
3). If the density is near .25, the automaton exhibits self-organizing behavior (type 2).
Does this have any relevance to artificial intelligence? Is self-organizing behavior
intelligent behavior? Pattern recognition is one aspect of intelligence. Researchers have
shown that self-organizing cellular automata are better at recognizing patterns than other
cellular automata. The pattern in question is density of I's in the initial state of the cellular
automaton. A cellular automaton "recognizes" this pattern by turning the state with more
l's into the state of all 's, and the state with less I's into the state of
all O's. An ensemble
of cellular automata are prepared with activity parameters uniformly
distributed over the
range 0 to .5. Each cellular automaton starts with random values in its cells and runs
for one
hundred time steps. If the cellular automaton recognized the initial state correctly, its
program table is kept and duplicated (with mutations). Otherwise, the program dies
out.
After a few generations, the surviving programs converge on activity parameters near
.25. In
other words, a simple form of natural selection selects self-organizi
ng cellular automata.
Of course, many questions remain. Can self-organizing cellular automata recognize
other patterns? For example, can they add two numbers represented in the initial state?
Can they multiply two numbers? Can they be shown to be computationally universal?
What
happens if the neighborhoods are expanded? Is pure locality a help or a hindrance?
These
are currently the topic of a great deal of research.
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What is claimed is:
1. A multiple game apparatus comprising:
a reversible board having a hexagonal configuration
and having first and second playing surfaces on
opposite sides of said board, said first surface being
divided into a plurality of triangles with each triangle comprising an enclosed space defined by three
equilateral sides and having a common side with
each adjacent triangle and points of intersection
formed at each vertex of each triangle, said second
playing surface being divided into • plurality of
hexagons with each hexagon comprising an enclosed space defined by six equilateral sides and
having a common side with each adjacent hexagon
and points of intersection formed at each vertex of
each hexagon; and
a plurality of identically shaped game pieces having
first and second flat parallel surfaces;
the total number of said points of intersection of said
first playing surface being equal in number to the
total number of hexagons on said second playing
surface whereby the level of skill and strategy is
different for the same game played on said first and
second playing surfaces since the game pieces
played on the points of intersection of the first
playing surface have six directions of possible
movement along the lines radiating from a point of
intersection whereas pieces played on the poiints of
intersection of the second playing surface have
three directions of possible movement along the
lines radiating from a point of intersection.
2. A multiple game apparatus according to claim I.
wherein said first surface comprises 150 triangles and 91
points of intersection and wherein the second surface
comprises 91 hexagons and 150 points of intersection.
3. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 1,
further comprising a tetrahedral die having indicating
means on each surface thereof for adding an element of
chance to each move.
4. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein said game pieces have indicting means for distringuishing between said lint and second flat surfaces.
5. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 4.
wherein said game pieces have means for defining direction.
6. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 5,
wherein said game pieces have a substantial thickness
allowing the number of pieces in • stack to be easily
ascertained.
7. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 6,
wherein said first and second flat surfaces of said game
pieces are in the shape of a triangle.
8. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 6,
wherein said first and second flat surfaces of said game
pieces are in the shape of a circle.
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pieces. Such a promoted stack can now move over
stacks controlled by the opponent. The range of movement of • promoted stack is equal to or less than three
times the number of pieces in the stack. A player who
controls • stack may make a move of fewer units than
the total number of pieces in the stack. This is done by
lifting as many pieces from the top of the stack as the
number of units • player intends to move. The remaining pieces in the stack stay where they are.
There is no maximum number of a player's own
pieces which may be contained within a stack, hence
stacks can be made of any height with no upper limit.
However, a stack is permitted to have a maximum of
two opponent's pieces within it. If a move is made causing a stack to form having more than two opponent's
pieces within it. then all of the opponent's pieces in
excess of two within the stack are removed from the,
lower portion of the stack and are considered captured
and taken (roan the board by the player making the
move. Captured pieces are captured as individual
pieces, i.e., stacks of one piece, not stacks of more than
one piece, regardless of their number and arrangement
in the stack from which the pieces are removed. The
additional pieces belonging to the player making the
move remain within the stack. There is no capturing by
jumping in -Hypercheckers".
Captured pieces can be used by the capturing player
against their original owner. A captured piece may be
reinstated on any turn of the capturing player at any
point of the board, either unoccupied or occupied by a
stack under control of either player. If a player reinstates one of his captured pieces onto • point occupied
by • stack under the control of an opponent, then the
resulting combined stack is under control of the player
making the move because the uppermost piece of the
new stack is a piece of that player's color. The re-entering of a captured piece by the captor constitutes • turn.
Such a piece reinstated by the captor is called • paratroop or drop, because of its actual descent onto the
board from the side. Dropped pieces must be identifiable visually as now belonging to the opponent (i.e.,
captor) and not the original owner. Le., the game piece
must be reversal A captured promoted piece loses its
promoted status, and if reinstated, is dropped into the
game as an unpromoted piece. If the dropped piece is
reinstated on its promotion points (the points of the
initial position or the opponent's pieces) it may be promoted on its next move.
The object of the game is to make it impossible for an
opponent to legally move by having all the stacks controlled by • player's own pieces and/or by blocking the
remianing stacks of the opponent so they cannot move.
While preferred embodiments of the invention have
been shown and described, various other embodiments
and modifications thereof will become apparent to persons skilled in the art, and will fall within the scope of
the invention as defined in the following claims
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The Marble problem: Further Comments
C. M. Langan
P.O. Box 1.31.
Speonk, NY 11972
A few months ago, I submitted a series of letters expressing
doubt concerning several different contributions to Noesis. The
first such contribution involved the editor's "marble problem" as
it appeared in Trial Test B; the second involved a conundrum known
as Newcomb's problem. Both topics were apparently among those
discussed at the Society's July meeting. Four sets of remarks on
Newcomb's problem were aired in a recent issue;
while they seem
incisive, they obviously fall well short of a solution.
As much as I'd like to follow up directly on those insights,
there are reasons to preserve the order in which these topics were
introduced. The first (problem 26, 1.1.13.) seems to have been
summarily disposed of in two consecutive pieces on the concept of
"Bayesian Regression" (Noesis, issues 26 and 28). While reflecting
a well-developed awareness of epistemological principles,
these
pieces may require qualification in that they came on the heels of
my own critique, which is what some readers may have assumed they
were meant to address. I now have the time to draw some necessary
distinctions.
Problem :26, as it was originally formulated by the editor, is
an instance of Bayesian inference on the basis of evidence, and is
therefore distinct from the anevidential cases discussed in the
pieces abovementioned. Evidence of the kind cited in :26 - a
tenfold random sample with replacement - reflects the distribution
of marbles in the box because it is in a sense caused thereby.
Probability theory is designed to allow for deficiencies in
our knowledge of incidental causality, and does not require that
we produce complete accounts of the mechanistic chains linking
causes with effects. Such a complete accounting would render every
situation totally deterministic, or nonprobabilistic. To insist
that probability theory is by nature inadequate to deal with
informational limitations is to deem it useless for its intended
purposes, and this is too harsh a judgment - even though the
theory is still in some ways immature.
Its weaknesses, such as
they are, have frequently been cast in terms of Bayes' theorem, a
mainstay of the patchwork science of induction.
Bayes' theorem, a simple equation often written in the form
p(a,lb) a Ip(bladp(adl / L1 p(bladp(ae), where b represents the
sample data and the a, represent the totality of s distinct n-ary
distributions in q predicates (s a ,Cal,
is unoefined without
certain primary input (usually called "initial information", this
input corresponds in the present case to the number q of colors
of marbles from which the box of capacity n was "indifferently"
filled).
But just as it is meaningless to chase probabilities
without first setting the context, it is no less so to pursue them
down streets of fabrication on wheels of tautology.
At the expense of depth, we might best summarize the correct
reasoning as follows: when one seeks to answer a question such as
"what is the sum of 1 and I?", one can either work within a
standard context, answering '2", or extend or replace the standard
context with a nonstandard number system in which
I equals
something else. For example, we might interpret "1" as the highest
element in the set of velocital coefficients of the speed of light
in special relativity, whereby 1 • 1 e I.. .even though the problem
formulation gives us no way to decide the relevance of such p
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played with many games including one or more variations. The multi' are such that each game can be played
nonstandard interpretation (concerning which one might argue that
the problem, being posed within this relativistic universe,
demands a relativistic interpretation). Such disagreements about
the level or scope of the appropriate context, by the way, lead to
serious difficulties for anyone trying to measure intellig
ence.,
especially at a level higher than his own.
Conveniently, problem 226 shares certain aspects with 1 • 1. .
When one initializes the computation with colors for which there
is no justification in the data or data/hypothesis formulation, ,
one is doing roughly what is described above. But here one seeks a
probability, and probabilities are always defined relative to
particular amounts of data. To change the data by adding
trials,
colors, or information of any kind is to change the problem; when
such information is conjured out of thin air, Conclusions derived
from it can make no pretensions to validity. For example, in order
to assume equal (or unequal) likelihoods for all numbers of colors
from 1 to 10 (as at least one member has suggested), we must first
assume the outward existence of ten or more distinct colors. But
this assumption is insupportable within the context defined on the
available data, whose language of formulation may or may not
support such distinctions. This means that we can use only
two
colors as initial information in Bayesian inference on 226:
white
(by direct reportage) and nonwhite (without which a probabili
stic
determination short of unity can be neither sought nor delivered).
The principle of indifference ("insufficient reason") applies
to these predicates only, which it balances so as not to skew the
initial information with which Bayes' formula must be primed. That
is, the principle should be applied before
speculation, not
afterwards; its purpose is to avoid speculation, not create it.
The implications are clear for :26: Bayesian inference over the
allowable predicates white and nonwhite assigns a probability of
approximately .67 to the given hypothesis.
Anything else amounts
to pure speculation, and "paradoxes" arising among contradictory
speculations are as groundless as the speculations themselves.
Occam's razor,
of which there is a tacit application in the
above reasoning, is a principle of induction which proscribes the
unnecessary proliferation of logical quanta. In the present case.
necessity involves the formulation of observations over a range of
perceptible colors, this range defining observation and thus being
implicit in the observational formulae.
Occam's razor is central
to such theories of meaning as pragmatism and logical positivism,
and thus to the entire school of philosophy known as logical
empiricism. !t has been applied by von Leibniz as "the principle
of the identity of indiscernibles" and by Einstein in the theory
of relativity. Difficulties with its use generally come down to an
incomplete set of applicative distinctions. Its effect here is to
prevent a conclusion ("P(hyp.)•.67") from exceeding the inherent
limitations of the data on which that conclusion is based. The
principle of indifference can be regarded as its mere corollary.
If anyone still nurtures a burning desire to reformulate the
marble problem, it will suffice to replace the rather vague clause
"at this point" with one more clearly defining the relevant data:
'What is the probability, on the basis of these trials alone, that
the box contains only white marbles?" Any further substantive
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on either the points or the spaces of both surfaces of the
game board, and as discussed above, one way of increasing t he level of skill and strategy of each game 'Ito
play on the points of the rust surface as opposed to
playing on the points of the second surface The difficulty of play of each game can also be ere' by using
a smaller area of the toed with a reduced number of
points and pieces. This results W a lower level of difficulty and strategy and can likewise speed up the duration of the game.
All games may be played with • chance version in
winch the toeing of a angle tenmliednd die. as shown in
FIG. 7, determines the number of pieces played or
moved per turn.
An exemplary game of the multiple board game apparano will now be dischsel to illustrate the features of
the prime invention. The game is arbitrarily called
-Flypercheckers" and is played on the first surface 11 of
the game board using all ninety-one points. FIG. 5 and
6 depict the starting position of the piece on the game
board at two different levels of play. One player will be
assigned to the whine piece and the other to the black

pieces
The piece' may be moved, one piece per turn, in one
straight line in any of the in directions to another point
either occupied by a pitaat of either color or to an unoccupied point. A move consists of moving a suck of
pieces411 many points as
pieces in the suck. At the
beginning of the game all the sucks are one piece high
SO a pieta: can onl y be Moved to an adjacent point, only
one space over. A stack two pieces high can be moved
in one straight line to a point two spaces distant. Sinnhdly sucks of threat four, or n. piece may be moved
three, four, or n-uniu of distance to a new point either
occupied or unoccupied.
The color of the uppermost piece in the suck determine which player controls the entire suck. A suck
may be moved over intervening points whether they are
unoccupied or occupied by a stack or stacks controlled
. by the player making the move. Stacks passed over are
not in any way changed or influenced. A MOW of a
pkmo may end on either an unoccupied point or on a
suck controlled by either player. If a player moves one
of the sucks onto a point occupied by a suck controlled
by the opponent, then the resulting combined suck is
under Donne of the player making the move because
the uppermost piece of the new ruck is a piece of that
players color.
An unpnerouid muck cannot be moved over other
stacks controlled by the opponent it suck is promoted
if it reaches the points of the initial position of the opponent's pieces. The promotion of the piece is indicated
by reversing the directional means of the game piece so
that the MOW or triangle points in a direction opposite
to the direction of the directional means of unpromoted
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with the pieces placed on the points. each piece has six
possible directions of movement and, when the Tula
permit, may move tea linear direction along a plurality
of points However, if the same game n played on the
second surface 72 and the pieces are placed on the
points, each piece can move in only three passable direcborn between only two points because the points are
not linearly aligned. The reduced freedom of movement
simplifies the game and requires • 10Wer level of skill
and strategy.
FIG. S depicts a game board of the second embodiment of the invention. A rhombus shaped board 33 is
shown having a first playing surface 33 with the essential features IS disclosed in FIG. 1. The playing surface
33 is divided into a plurality of equilateral triangles 19,
Each triangle, having spaces 20 defined by sides 21,
forms three vertices or points of intersection 73. The
rhombus shaped board can be a separate game board or
could be formed by sectioning off the appropriate parts
of the hexagonally shaped board.
The game pieces are illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4.
Referring to FIG. 3, a game piece 12 is depicted. The
game board utilizes many game pieces in playing the
variety of games with the number of pieces used depending on the game to be played and the desired level
of skill. The game piece comprises two flat parallel
triangular sides 10 and 13 which enable the pieces to
easily be stacked. Between the sides is disposed a filler
material 17 of styrofoarn or any suitable material capable of giving the game piece a substantial thickness so
when the pieces are stacked the number of pieces in
each stack can be readily ascertained. FIG. 4 illustrates
a game piece 15 which has two flat parallel circular
sides 14 and 16 with a filler material 18 disposed there.
between. Each game piece includes direction defining
means which comprise some type of marking such as an
mow 25 on each side of the piece. Directionality may
also be achieved by the inherent, spatial asymmetry of
the piece, for example, as in an isoseles triangle (having
only two equal sides), with the axis of symmetry indicating direction of movement. The direction of each
game piece is an indication of its power and movement
capabilities which vary depending on the rules of each
game.
Each game piece also contains dual identification
which enables it to be used by either opponent. Indic-at,
lag means showing possession could, for example, comprise side 14 of game piece IS being of one color and
side 16 being of another color, with each opponent
being assigned to one of the colors. When one player
captures a game piece of an opponent the change of
possession can simply be illustrated by flipping over the
game piece.
The board game apparatus of the present invention
can be used to play a multiple number of games. Presently the Nit book which accompanies the game board
ppnratus discloses eighteen different games to be
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revision would change the problem instead of clarifying it, and do
so in futile pursuit of an endless "regression" rat probabilistic
dependencies from which the only valid exit is the one given here.
Mr. Cole's comments interest me in particular because they
are analytic within my own version Of Inductive logic, developed
for application to just such questions as he mentions. Most such
questions, however, can be stated with deceptive ease relative to
their actual corp lexity, and the details of most theories or
induction require some background in symbolic logic and various
kinds of abstract mathematics. The foregoing remarks are merely an
informal application of an extensive theory; for those without the
necessary "domain-relevant skills', its wholesale reduction to
bite-sized form could result in malnourishment by content.
Accordingly, the above comments on 326, while they are in a sense
sufficient for the resolution of the dispute centering upon it,
are far from complete. Given enough space for explanation, it
would be possible for me to address the issue in a way that would
quiet the uneasy intuitions of intelligent skeptics and show why
the initial criticism of this problem is not as far off base as
I've perhaps made it seem. But the call is editorial and obviously
not mine alone to nake. It would depend mainly on the thoroughness
with which Noesis. in accord with the current name of the society
it represents, aspires to report the "research" of its member'
subscribers. As much as the subject at hand resists an abbreviated
approach, Newcomb's problem will resist harder still.
Meanwhile, to lend perspective to our conclusion, I'll merely
note that correct solution or many of the editor's test questions
does indeed call for the use of outside information, and often in
appreciable measure. it is only for certain problems that we must
disallow this:
for instance, where the probabilistic uncertainty.
of which we are given some fixed amount, circumscribes the context
with respect to a set of logical variables.
It may be tempting in
such cases to lure the formulator into extending our base of
information and thus changing the problem. But however much this
might reflect the spirit of unbridled scientific ingenuity,
it is
in low accord with the spirit of such problems.
Last, let an point out that such controversies as this one are
not always simple natters of who's right and who's wrong. Where
neither side in a dispute appears to have taken full account of
its logic, a dialectic can sometimes arise from which a better
understanding emerges. This situation constitutes the basis for a
good deal of what human beings ultimately come to regard as truth.
even though one individual's knowledge soretimes proves decisive
in the end. That. I assume, was at least partially behind the
redesignation of this society as a "research group". C. I. Langan
PROBLEM 26,TRIAL TEST B: "Suppose a black box contains ten marbles
of unknown colors. The marbles' Colors can be determined only by
selecting one marble at a time at random from the box, but it must
be returned to the box and mixed thoroughly with the rest before
another marble Is chosen for inspection. It ten marbles are
Inspected in this way and all turn out to be white marbles, what
is the probability at this point that the box contains only white
marbles? (Round to the nearest uhole percent.)" (From Noesis 310.)
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ABSTRACT

A multiple board game apparatus comprises • board
with first and second playing surfaces and • plurality of
identical game pieces for playing a multiple number of
board games. The lint surface of the board is divided
into triangles and the second surface is divided into
hexagons. The yentas of the triangles on the first
surface form poinu of intersection. The total number of
points of intersection on the first surface are equal in
number to the total number of hexagons on the second
surface. The level of difficulty of each game can be
varied by playing on either the fint or second side. The
game pieces have a directional feature, a substantial
thickness and arc reversible to provide dual identification for each piece-

showing various levels of difficulty of play.
FIG. 7 is • perspective view of a tetrahedral the.
FIG. 8 is a top plan view of a lint side of • game
board showing • second embodiment of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
A game board according to the present invention
comprises • geometrically shaped board formed of any
suitable material such as cardboard. The game board is
reversible and can be used to play a multiple number of
games- FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate the two playing surfaces
of the present invention.
Referring to FIG. 1. a six sided or hexagonally
shaped game board 1 is shown. FIG. 1 depicts a first
playing surface 11 of the game board which is divided
into a plurality of equilateral triangles 2. The triangles
are symmetrical and contiguous with each triangle having • common side with each adjacent triangle. Each
triangle, having a space or area 4, being defined by the
sides 3, form three vertices or points of intersection 5. In
the preferred embodiment of the board game one hundred fifty triangles form ninety-one points of intersection- The game pieces, to be described later, can move
from space to space, or alternatively, from point to
point along the sides of the triangles depending upon
the game to be played and the desired level of skill.
Thus, a game piece placed on a point of intersection on
side 1 of the game board can move in sit possible directions along the lines radiating from an interior point of
intersection S.
FIG. 2 depicts the reverse side of the hexagonally
shaped game board 1 shown in FIG. 1. A second playing surface 22 of the game board is divided into a plurality of identical hexagons with each hexagon sharing a
common side with each adjacent hexagon. Each hexagon has a space or area 7 defined by sides 11 which form
six vertices or points of intersection 9. If the game
pieta are set up on the points of intersection on the
second surface there are only three possible directions
of movementIn the present invention the number of points of intersection 5 on the upper surface 1 equals the number of
hexagons 6. and in the preferred embodiment, that number is ninety-one. Likewise, the number of triangles 200
the first side equals the number of points of intersection
9 on the second surface, with that number being one
hundred fifty in the preferred embodiment. Because the
points of intersection of one side correspond to the
spaces of the other side, each game played according to
the rules can be played on either side of the game board.
However. According to one of the features of the invention, the rules and character of the game can be maintained while the level of skill and strategy an be varied.
For example, if the game is played on the firu surface 11
.
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number of games. The hexagonally shaped game board
I re-v.:Diable, having a fin: side divided into triangular
shaped areas while the second side is divided into hexagonally shaped areas. Each area has a common side
with an adjacent area and the pieces an be moved from
point to point along the lines in one embodiment or
from area to area in another embodiment When the
game pieces are set up on the points of the first side of
the game board, there are six possible directions of
movement, and when the pieces are set up on the points
of the second side of the board there are only three
possible directions of movement This smaller number
of possible moves simplifies the play of each game.
The game pieces of the present invention are stackable, reversible and directional. The pieces are preferably wedge shaped or disk shaped and are inexpensive to
manufacture. The game pieces have two opposite sides '
which are of • different color, each color representing a
respective opponent. Thus, when a player captures an
Opponent's piece the piece is flipped over and becomes
the color of the captor's side. The pieces may be sucked
to indicate that they have increased power or greater
range of movement in accordance with the particular
rules for each game. The pieces are directional in that
the pieces may have an asymetrical shape or may be
provided with an arrow or marking indicative of direction which will indicate if a piece has been promoted to
• piece having greater power.
Accordingly, it is a feature of the present invention to
provide a game board and game pieces that can be used
to pray a number of different board games that can be
played by one, two, or more than two people.
Another feature of the present invention is to provide
a game board that is reversible with each side capable of
playing each game without substantially varying the
rules but providing different levels of skill between the
two sides.
Another feature of the present invention is to provide
• multiple board game apparatus of skill and strategy
that can also be played with a single die to add a chance
version to each game.
These and other features of the present invention will
become readily apparent from the following detailed
description. taken with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. I is • top plan view of a lint side of a game
board embodying the present invention.
FIG. 2 is • top plan view of a second side of a game
board embodying the present invention.
FIG. 3 is • perspective view Ma playing piece having
two flat triangular sides.
FIG. 4 is • perspective view of a playing piece having
two flat circular sides.
FIGS. S and 41st each top plan views in FIG. I.
illustrating game pieces set up for an exemplary game
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The present invention relates to games of immanent
and, in particular, to • game board having pieces for
playing a multiple number of pines with the level of
skill and complexity for each game capable of being
varied to suit the players.
Strategic board games having piece which are
moved about playing spaces on the board have long
been known, with the object often being ultimately to
capture all of the opponents pieces or blocking the
opponent so that there are DO more moves available.
Games such as checkers are easy to learn and understand, n well as inespensive to manufacture because the
playing piece are identical On the other hand, games
such as chess require • higher level of skill and strategy
and are more expensive to manufacture because of the
various shaped playing pieces.
Many board games are capable of being used for only
• single game using no more than two players and involve • level of skill that cannot readily be varied without substantially changing the character of the game.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention provides a novel and unique
game board and game pieces for playing _a multiple
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version to each game.
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ABSTRACT

A multiple board game apparatus comprises • board
with first and second playing surfaces and • plurality of
identical game pieces for playing a multiple number of
board games. The lint surface of the board is divided
into triangles and the second surface is divided into
hexagons. The yentas of the triangles on the first
surface form poinu of intersection. The total number of
points of intersection on the first surface are equal in
number to the total number of hexagons on the second
surface. The level of difficulty of each game can be
varied by playing on either the fint or second side. The
game pieces have a directional feature, a substantial
thickness and arc reversible to provide dual identification for each piece-

showing various levels of difficulty of play.
FIG. 7 is • perspective view of a tetrahedral the.
FIG. 8 is a top plan view of a lint side of • game
board showing • second embodiment of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
A game board according to the present invention
comprises • geometrically shaped board formed of any
suitable material such as cardboard. The game board is
reversible and can be used to play a multiple number of
games- FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate the two playing surfaces
of the present invention.
Referring to FIG. 1. a six sided or hexagonally
shaped game board 1 is shown. FIG. 1 depicts a first
playing surface 11 of the game board which is divided
into a plurality of equilateral triangles 2. The triangles
are symmetrical and contiguous with each triangle having • common side with each adjacent triangle. Each
triangle, having a space or area 4, being defined by the
sides 3, form three vertices or points of intersection 5. In
the preferred embodiment of the board game one hundred fifty triangles form ninety-one points of intersection- The game pieces, to be described later, can move
from space to space, or alternatively, from point to
point along the sides of the triangles depending upon
the game to be played and the desired level of skill.
Thus, a game piece placed on a point of intersection on
side 1 of the game board can move in sit possible directions along the lines radiating from an interior point of
intersection S.
FIG. 2 depicts the reverse side of the hexagonally
shaped game board 1 shown in FIG. 1. A second playing surface 22 of the game board is divided into a plurality of identical hexagons with each hexagon sharing a
common side with each adjacent hexagon. Each hexagon has a space or area 7 defined by sides 11 which form
six vertices or points of intersection 9. If the game
pieta are set up on the points of intersection on the
second surface there are only three possible directions
of movementIn the present invention the number of points of intersection 5 on the upper surface 1 equals the number of
hexagons 6. and in the preferred embodiment, that number is ninety-one. Likewise, the number of triangles 200
the first side equals the number of points of intersection
9 on the second surface, with that number being one
hundred fifty in the preferred embodiment. Because the
points of intersection of one side correspond to the
spaces of the other side, each game played according to
the rules can be played on either side of the game board.
However. According to one of the features of the invention, the rules and character of the game can be maintained while the level of skill and strategy an be varied.
For example, if the game is played on the firu surface 11
.
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with the pieces placed on the points. each piece has six
possible directions of movement and, when the Tula
permit, may move tea linear direction along a plurality
of points However, if the same game n played on the
second surface 72 and the pieces are placed on the
points, each piece can move in only three passable direcborn between only two points because the points are
not linearly aligned. The reduced freedom of movement
simplifies the game and requires • 10Wer level of skill
and strategy.
FIG. S depicts a game board of the second embodiment of the invention. A rhombus shaped board 33 is
shown having a first playing surface 33 with the essential features IS disclosed in FIG. 1. The playing surface
33 is divided into a plurality of equilateral triangles 19,
Each triangle, having spaces 20 defined by sides 21,
forms three vertices or points of intersection 73. The
rhombus shaped board can be a separate game board or
could be formed by sectioning off the appropriate parts
of the hexagonally shaped board.
The game pieces are illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4.
Referring to FIG. 3, a game piece 12 is depicted. The
game board utilizes many game pieces in playing the
variety of games with the number of pieces used depending on the game to be played and the desired level
of skill. The game piece comprises two flat parallel
triangular sides 10 and 13 which enable the pieces to
easily be stacked. Between the sides is disposed a filler
material 17 of styrofoarn or any suitable material capable of giving the game piece a substantial thickness so
when the pieces are stacked the number of pieces in
each stack can be readily ascertained. FIG. 4 illustrates
a game piece 15 which has two flat parallel circular
sides 14 and 16 with a filler material 18 disposed there.
between. Each game piece includes direction defining
means which comprise some type of marking such as an
mow 25 on each side of the piece. Directionality may
also be achieved by the inherent, spatial asymmetry of
the piece, for example, as in an isoseles triangle (having
only two equal sides), with the axis of symmetry indicating direction of movement. The direction of each
game piece is an indication of its power and movement
capabilities which vary depending on the rules of each
game.
Each game piece also contains dual identification
which enables it to be used by either opponent. Indic-at,
lag means showing possession could, for example, comprise side 14 of game piece IS being of one color and
side 16 being of another color, with each opponent
being assigned to one of the colors. When one player
captures a game piece of an opponent the change of
possession can simply be illustrated by flipping over the
game piece.
The board game apparatus of the present invention
can be used to play a multiple number of games. Presently the Nit book which accompanies the game board
ppnratus discloses eighteen different games to be
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revision would change the problem instead of clarifying it, and do
so in futile pursuit of an endless "regression" rat probabilistic
dependencies from which the only valid exit is the one given here.
Mr. Cole's comments interest me in particular because they
are analytic within my own version Of Inductive logic, developed
for application to just such questions as he mentions. Most such
questions, however, can be stated with deceptive ease relative to
their actual corp lexity, and the details of most theories or
induction require some background in symbolic logic and various
kinds of abstract mathematics. The foregoing remarks are merely an
informal application of an extensive theory; for those without the
necessary "domain-relevant skills', its wholesale reduction to
bite-sized form could result in malnourishment by content.
Accordingly, the above comments on 326, while they are in a sense
sufficient for the resolution of the dispute centering upon it,
are far from complete. Given enough space for explanation, it
would be possible for me to address the issue in a way that would
quiet the uneasy intuitions of intelligent skeptics and show why
the initial criticism of this problem is not as far off base as
I've perhaps made it seem. But the call is editorial and obviously
not mine alone to nake. It would depend mainly on the thoroughness
with which Noesis. in accord with the current name of the society
it represents, aspires to report the "research" of its member'
subscribers. As much as the subject at hand resists an abbreviated
approach, Newcomb's problem will resist harder still.
Meanwhile, to lend perspective to our conclusion, I'll merely
note that correct solution or many of the editor's test questions
does indeed call for the use of outside information, and often in
appreciable measure. it is only for certain problems that we must
disallow this:
for instance, where the probabilistic uncertainty.
of which we are given some fixed amount, circumscribes the context
with respect to a set of logical variables.
It may be tempting in
such cases to lure the formulator into extending our base of
information and thus changing the problem. But however much this
might reflect the spirit of unbridled scientific ingenuity,
it is
in low accord with the spirit of such problems.
Last, let an point out that such controversies as this one are
not always simple natters of who's right and who's wrong. Where
neither side in a dispute appears to have taken full account of
its logic, a dialectic can sometimes arise from which a better
understanding emerges. This situation constitutes the basis for a
good deal of what human beings ultimately come to regard as truth.
even though one individual's knowledge soretimes proves decisive
in the end. That. I assume, was at least partially behind the
redesignation of this society as a "research group". C. I. Langan
PROBLEM 26,TRIAL TEST B: "Suppose a black box contains ten marbles
of unknown colors. The marbles' Colors can be determined only by
selecting one marble at a time at random from the box, but it must
be returned to the box and mixed thoroughly with the rest before
another marble Is chosen for inspection. It ten marbles are
Inspected in this way and all turn out to be white marbles, what
is the probability at this point that the box contains only white
marbles? (Round to the nearest uhole percent.)" (From Noesis 310.)
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played with many games including one or more variations. The multi' are such that each game can be played
nonstandard interpretation (concerning which one might argue that
the problem, being posed within this relativistic universe,
demands a relativistic interpretation). Such disagreements about
the level or scope of the appropriate context, by the way, lead to
serious difficulties for anyone trying to measure intellig
ence.,
especially at a level higher than his own.
Conveniently, problem 226 shares certain aspects with 1 • 1. .
When one initializes the computation with colors for which there
is no justification in the data or data/hypothesis formulation, ,
one is doing roughly what is described above. But here one seeks a
probability, and probabilities are always defined relative to
particular amounts of data. To change the data by adding
trials,
colors, or information of any kind is to change the problem; when
such information is conjured out of thin air, Conclusions derived
from it can make no pretensions to validity. For example, in order
to assume equal (or unequal) likelihoods for all numbers of colors
from 1 to 10 (as at least one member has suggested), we must first
assume the outward existence of ten or more distinct colors. But
this assumption is insupportable within the context defined on the
available data, whose language of formulation may or may not
support such distinctions. This means that we can use only
two
colors as initial information in Bayesian inference on 226:
white
(by direct reportage) and nonwhite (without which a probabili
stic
determination short of unity can be neither sought nor delivered).
The principle of indifference ("insufficient reason") applies
to these predicates only, which it balances so as not to skew the
initial information with which Bayes' formula must be primed. That
is, the principle should be applied before
speculation, not
afterwards; its purpose is to avoid speculation, not create it.
The implications are clear for :26: Bayesian inference over the
allowable predicates white and nonwhite assigns a probability of
approximately .67 to the given hypothesis.
Anything else amounts
to pure speculation, and "paradoxes" arising among contradictory
speculations are as groundless as the speculations themselves.
Occam's razor,
of which there is a tacit application in the
above reasoning, is a principle of induction which proscribes the
unnecessary proliferation of logical quanta. In the present case.
necessity involves the formulation of observations over a range of
perceptible colors, this range defining observation and thus being
implicit in the observational formulae.
Occam's razor is central
to such theories of meaning as pragmatism and logical positivism,
and thus to the entire school of philosophy known as logical
empiricism. !t has been applied by von Leibniz as "the principle
of the identity of indiscernibles" and by Einstein in the theory
of relativity. Difficulties with its use generally come down to an
incomplete set of applicative distinctions. Its effect here is to
prevent a conclusion ("P(hyp.)•.67") from exceeding the inherent
limitations of the data on which that conclusion is based. The
principle of indifference can be regarded as its mere corollary.
If anyone still nurtures a burning desire to reformulate the
marble problem, it will suffice to replace the rather vague clause
"at this point" with one more clearly defining the relevant data:
'What is the probability, on the basis of these trials alone, that
the box contains only white marbles?" Any further substantive
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on either the points or the spaces of both surfaces of the
game board, and as discussed above, one way of increasing t he level of skill and strategy of each game 'Ito
play on the points of the rust surface as opposed to
playing on the points of the second surface The difficulty of play of each game can also be ere' by using
a smaller area of the toed with a reduced number of
points and pieces. This results W a lower level of difficulty and strategy and can likewise speed up the duration of the game.
All games may be played with • chance version in
winch the toeing of a angle tenmliednd die. as shown in
FIG. 7, determines the number of pieces played or
moved per turn.
An exemplary game of the multiple board game apparano will now be dischsel to illustrate the features of
the prime invention. The game is arbitrarily called
-Flypercheckers" and is played on the first surface 11 of
the game board using all ninety-one points. FIG. 5 and
6 depict the starting position of the piece on the game
board at two different levels of play. One player will be
assigned to the whine piece and the other to the black

pieces
The piece' may be moved, one piece per turn, in one
straight line in any of the in directions to another point
either occupied by a pitaat of either color or to an unoccupied point. A move consists of moving a suck of
pieces411 many points as
pieces in the suck. At the
beginning of the game all the sucks are one piece high
SO a pieta: can onl y be Moved to an adjacent point, only
one space over. A stack two pieces high can be moved
in one straight line to a point two spaces distant. Sinnhdly sucks of threat four, or n. piece may be moved
three, four, or n-uniu of distance to a new point either
occupied or unoccupied.
The color of the uppermost piece in the suck determine which player controls the entire suck. A suck
may be moved over intervening points whether they are
unoccupied or occupied by a stack or stacks controlled
. by the player making the move. Stacks passed over are
not in any way changed or influenced. A MOW of a
pkmo may end on either an unoccupied point or on a
suck controlled by either player. If a player moves one
of the sucks onto a point occupied by a suck controlled
by the opponent, then the resulting combined suck is
under Donne of the player making the move because
the uppermost piece of the new ruck is a piece of that
players color.
An unpnerouid muck cannot be moved over other
stacks controlled by the opponent it suck is promoted
if it reaches the points of the initial position of the opponent's pieces. The promotion of the piece is indicated
by reversing the directional means of the game piece so
that the MOW or triangle points in a direction opposite
to the direction of the directional means of unpromoted
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pieces. Such a promoted stack can now move over
stacks controlled by the opponent. The range of movement of • promoted stack is equal to or less than three
times the number of pieces in the stack. A player who
controls • stack may make a move of fewer units than
the total number of pieces in the stack. This is done by
lifting as many pieces from the top of the stack as the
number of units • player intends to move. The remaining pieces in the stack stay where they are.
There is no maximum number of a player's own
pieces which may be contained within a stack, hence
stacks can be made of any height with no upper limit.
However, a stack is permitted to have a maximum of
two opponent's pieces within it. If a move is made causing a stack to form having more than two opponent's
pieces within it. then all of the opponent's pieces in
excess of two within the stack are removed from the,
lower portion of the stack and are considered captured
and taken (roan the board by the player making the
move. Captured pieces are captured as individual
pieces, i.e., stacks of one piece, not stacks of more than
one piece, regardless of their number and arrangement
in the stack from which the pieces are removed. The
additional pieces belonging to the player making the
move remain within the stack. There is no capturing by
jumping in -Hypercheckers".
Captured pieces can be used by the capturing player
against their original owner. A captured piece may be
reinstated on any turn of the capturing player at any
point of the board, either unoccupied or occupied by a
stack under control of either player. If a player reinstates one of his captured pieces onto • point occupied
by • stack under the control of an opponent, then the
resulting combined stack is under control of the player
making the move because the uppermost piece of the
new stack is a piece of that player's color. The re-entering of a captured piece by the captor constitutes • turn.
Such a piece reinstated by the captor is called • paratroop or drop, because of its actual descent onto the
board from the side. Dropped pieces must be identifiable visually as now belonging to the opponent (i.e.,
captor) and not the original owner. Le., the game piece
must be reversal A captured promoted piece loses its
promoted status, and if reinstated, is dropped into the
game as an unpromoted piece. If the dropped piece is
reinstated on its promotion points (the points of the
initial position or the opponent's pieces) it may be promoted on its next move.
The object of the game is to make it impossible for an
opponent to legally move by having all the stacks controlled by • player's own pieces and/or by blocking the
remianing stacks of the opponent so they cannot move.
While preferred embodiments of the invention have
been shown and described, various other embodiments
and modifications thereof will become apparent to persons skilled in the art, and will fall within the scope of
the invention as defined in the following claims
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The Marble problem: Further Comments
C. M. Langan
P.O. Box 1.31.
Speonk, NY 11972
A few months ago, I submitted a series of letters expressing
doubt concerning several different contributions to Noesis. The
first such contribution involved the editor's "marble problem" as
it appeared in Trial Test B; the second involved a conundrum known
as Newcomb's problem. Both topics were apparently among those
discussed at the Society's July meeting. Four sets of remarks on
Newcomb's problem were aired in a recent issue;
while they seem
incisive, they obviously fall well short of a solution.
As much as I'd like to follow up directly on those insights,
there are reasons to preserve the order in which these topics were
introduced. The first (problem 26, 1.1.13.) seems to have been
summarily disposed of in two consecutive pieces on the concept of
"Bayesian Regression" (Noesis, issues 26 and 28). While reflecting
a well-developed awareness of epistemological principles,
these
pieces may require qualification in that they came on the heels of
my own critique, which is what some readers may have assumed they
were meant to address. I now have the time to draw some necessary
distinctions.
Problem :26, as it was originally formulated by the editor, is
an instance of Bayesian inference on the basis of evidence, and is
therefore distinct from the anevidential cases discussed in the
pieces abovementioned. Evidence of the kind cited in :26 - a
tenfold random sample with replacement - reflects the distribution
of marbles in the box because it is in a sense caused thereby.
Probability theory is designed to allow for deficiencies in
our knowledge of incidental causality, and does not require that
we produce complete accounts of the mechanistic chains linking
causes with effects. Such a complete accounting would render every
situation totally deterministic, or nonprobabilistic. To insist
that probability theory is by nature inadequate to deal with
informational limitations is to deem it useless for its intended
purposes, and this is too harsh a judgment - even though the
theory is still in some ways immature.
Its weaknesses, such as
they are, have frequently been cast in terms of Bayes' theorem, a
mainstay of the patchwork science of induction.
Bayes' theorem, a simple equation often written in the form
p(a,lb) a Ip(bladp(adl / L1 p(bladp(ae), where b represents the
sample data and the a, represent the totality of s distinct n-ary
distributions in q predicates (s a ,Cal,
is unoefined without
certain primary input (usually called "initial information", this
input corresponds in the present case to the number q of colors
of marbles from which the box of capacity n was "indifferently"
filled).
But just as it is meaningless to chase probabilities
without first setting the context, it is no less so to pursue them
down streets of fabrication on wheels of tautology.
At the expense of depth, we might best summarize the correct
reasoning as follows: when one seeks to answer a question such as
"what is the sum of 1 and I?", one can either work within a
standard context, answering '2", or extend or replace the standard
context with a nonstandard number system in which
I equals
something else. For example, we might interpret "1" as the highest
element in the set of velocital coefficients of the speed of light
in special relativity, whereby 1 • 1 e I.. .even though the problem
formulation gives us no way to decide the relevance of such p

Cellular Automata and Artificial Intelligence: IT
Chris Cole
P. 0. Box 9545
Newport Beach, Cl 92658
As mentioned in the first installment of this series, there are three phases of behavior
of cellular automata:
I) Constant or repeating patterns of behavior
2) Self-organizing behavior
3) Random behavior
These three phases are determined by the three parameters:
I) The program executed by each cell
2) The statistical distribution of the interconnections
3) The number of cells
If two parameters are held fixed and one varied, all three phases should be
exhibited. I want to repon on empirical results confirming this basic picture.
The parameters that are fixed are 2) and 3) above. The cellular automata
are
extremely simple: one-dimensional arrays of cells. Each cell is connected only to its
two
neighbors. Each cell can take on only two values (by convention, the binary digits 0
and I).
The value of the cell at time t is determined by the value of the cell and its neighbors
at time
t-I. The number of cells is "infinite" (very large).
What does it mean to vary parameter I), the program executed by each cell? There is
no obvious dimension in the space of programs along which to vary anything. This is
analogous to the situation before temperature was discovered. Recently, researchers
have
discovered an "activity parameter" analogous to temperature. The program of the cell
determines a three-dimensional table. If the value of the left neighbor, the cell itself,
and the
right neighbor at time t-I are i,j, and k (respectively), then the i,j, k entry in the table
is the
value of the cell at time t. The activity parameter is a measure of the density of I's in
the
table. Since there is a symmetry between 0 and I, the range of the activity parameter
is 0 to
.5. If the density is low (near 0), then the cellular automaton exhibits constant behavior
(type I). If the density is high (nears), then the automaton exhibits random behavior
(type
3). If the density is near .25, the automaton exhibits self-organizing behavior (type 2).
Does this have any relevance to artificial intelligence? Is self-organizing behavior
intelligent behavior? Pattern recognition is one aspect of intelligence. Researchers have
shown that self-organizing cellular automata are better at recognizing patterns than other
cellular automata. The pattern in question is density of I's in the initial state of the cellular
automaton. A cellular automaton "recognizes" this pattern by turning the state with more
l's into the state of all 's, and the state with less I's into the state of
all O's. An ensemble
of cellular automata are prepared with activity parameters uniformly
distributed over the
range 0 to .5. Each cellular automaton starts with random values in its cells and runs
for one
hundred time steps. If the cellular automaton recognized the initial state correctly, its
program table is kept and duplicated (with mutations). Otherwise, the program dies
out.
After a few generations, the surviving programs converge on activity parameters near
.25. In
other words, a simple form of natural selection selects self-organizi
ng cellular automata.
Of course, many questions remain. Can self-organizing cellular automata recognize
other patterns? For example, can they add two numbers represented in the initial state?
Can they multiply two numbers? Can they be shown to be computationally universal?
What
happens if the neighborhoods are expanded? Is pure locality a help or a hindrance?
These
are currently the topic of a great deal of research.
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What is claimed is:
1. A multiple game apparatus comprising:
a reversible board having a hexagonal configuration
and having first and second playing surfaces on
opposite sides of said board, said first surface being
divided into a plurality of triangles with each triangle comprising an enclosed space defined by three
equilateral sides and having a common side with
each adjacent triangle and points of intersection
formed at each vertex of each triangle, said second
playing surface being divided into • plurality of
hexagons with each hexagon comprising an enclosed space defined by six equilateral sides and
having a common side with each adjacent hexagon
and points of intersection formed at each vertex of
each hexagon; and
a plurality of identically shaped game pieces having
first and second flat parallel surfaces;
the total number of said points of intersection of said
first playing surface being equal in number to the
total number of hexagons on said second playing
surface whereby the level of skill and strategy is
different for the same game played on said first and
second playing surfaces since the game pieces
played on the points of intersection of the first
playing surface have six directions of possible
movement along the lines radiating from a point of
intersection whereas pieces played on the poiints of
intersection of the second playing surface have
three directions of possible movement along the
lines radiating from a point of intersection.
2. A multiple game apparatus according to claim I.
wherein said first surface comprises 150 triangles and 91
points of intersection and wherein the second surface
comprises 91 hexagons and 150 points of intersection.
3. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 1,
further comprising a tetrahedral die having indicating
means on each surface thereof for adding an element of
chance to each move.
4. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein said game pieces have indicting means for distringuishing between said lint and second flat surfaces.
5. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 4.
wherein said game pieces have means for defining direction.
6. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 5,
wherein said game pieces have a substantial thickness
allowing the number of pieces in • stack to be easily
ascertained.
7. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 6,
wherein said first and second flat surfaces of said game
pieces are in the shape of a triangle.
8. A multiple game apparatus according to claim 6,
wherein said first and second flat surfaces of said game
pieces are in the shape of a circle.
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NEW YORK POST,
MONDAY, OCTOSER 24, 1988

This just in:
(ad!, revolves around sun!
CHICAGO (440)--Worethan
450 years after Copernicus
proved the Earth revolves
around the sun, millions of adult
Americans seem to think it's the
other way around, a researches'
reported yesterday. • •..
On very basic ideas, vast numbers of Americana are scientiftnlly illiterate," said Jon Miller
of Northern Illinois University,
who conducted a nationwide Bur•Try for the National Science
Foundation.
In the July telephone survey of
21041 adults 111 or older, people
were asked about 75 questions
•NAM, their knowledge of basic
science, Miller said.
Asked whether the Earth goes
around the Nun or the sun around
the Earth, 21 percent replied incorrectly. Seven percent said
they didn't know.
Of the 72 percent who answered
correctly, 45 percent said it takes
one year for the Earth to orbit
the sun, 17 percent said one day,
2 percent said one month and
9 percent didn't know.
The responses indicate that
'about 55 percent of adult Americans, or some 94 million people,
don't know that the Earth revolves around the sun once a
year. Miller said,
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The Journal of the Noeflin Research Group
(Issue 32, November 1988)
Editorial
Ronald K. itoeflin
P. 0. Box 7430
New York, NY 10116
New member: Eric Erlandson has recently joined our group. His
address is Z0.1 Worthington Ave., Lincoln, NE 68502.
Renewing membe : Karl G. Wikman has renewed his membership.
His new address is Xsk.lostenggen 41, 430 21 Xakloster, Sweden.
This orings our total membership back to 17 where it was last March.
Only William Hacker of Gaithersourg, Maryland, has not renewed his
membership since then.
Distribution of first-attempt scores on the Mega Test: The
following table shows tne aistrioutin scores on the Mega Test of
the 17 current me:moors of the Roeflin Research Group, counting only

the very first attempt:
A
X

XXI

x I I
I x. A I z I
I I
I
27 28 29 30 51 52 55 54 35 56 51 38 39 40 41 42 45 44 45 46 47 48
_
Thus, about half of our members (8 out of 17) met the current minimum cut-off of 42 correct on their first attempt. In order to avoid
a ballooning in membership due to second (or further) attempts, I
shall halt further acceptance of members on the basis of any but
first attempts now that my new Titan Test is virtually complete and
can serve as an alternative admission test. My fifth norming of the
Mega Test puts the 99.999 percentile (one in a hundred-thousand) at
a raw score of 41, the 99.9995 (one in two-hundred-thousand) at a
raw score of 42, the 99.9997 (one in 333,333) at a raw score of 43,
and the 99.9999 (one in a million) at a raw score of 45. Hence, only
about 1.000 American adults would be able to meet our minimum requirement of 42 on a first attempt. A total of 25 persons (24 of them U.S.
residents) have scored 42 or above on the Mega Test an a first attempt
or one-fortieth of those who would theoretically be eligible, and 8 of
these 25 persons (7 of them U.S. residents) or slightly less than one
percent of those who would theoretically be eligiole have actually
joined our group.

Legibility of koesis: I have not received many complaints about
the legioility flan-Jur:nal, but with this issue I am asking for
a less severe reduction from, my printer of the typescripts submitted
to me by members.
Richard May's Patent: Mr. May is willing to send a manual describing the various games that can be played on his patented board
to any member who requests it. His phone number is (I believe):
(716) 886-5982. His new address is supposed to be 279 Highland Ave.,
Buffalo, NI 14222, but I nave had a letter returned from there.

